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2019-2020 Golf Québec Sport-études program

A SPRINGBOARD TOWARDS EXCELLENCE!

WHO ARE THE SPORT-ÉTUDES PROGRAMS FOR?

The main goal of any Sport-études program is to enable students-athletes to reconcile their academic and high performance sports objectives as smoothly as possible. Priority is given to academic achievement over reaching sports goals. This principle is part of the eligibility conditions for students who are admitted in schools affiliated with a recognized structure of the program. In fact, in such program, learning speed is much faster than in regular programs. Usually, athletes who are accepted in a Sport-études program will prove to be more autonomous and serious while committing to their development towards excellence both in their studies and sports performances.

WHY CHOSE A RECOGNIZED SPORT-ÉTUDES PROGRAM?

Many programs are available in the Québec sports industry. For instance, many schools offer sport concentration programs. However, they cannot use the name Sport-études in their communications because their program content does not comply with the requirements of the Ministère de l'Éducation et de l'Enseignement supérieur (MEES) in terms of Sport-études recognition.

There are numerous government conditions to qualify as a Sport-études program. They include:

- Host schools must supervise a minimum of 25 students-athletes duly recognized by their respective sports federations and provide them with an adapted schedule. They must also identify distinct groups for each grade level to which recognized students-athletes will be assigned.

- Host schools must ensure that they offer an adapted program, in compliance with the current basic school regulation. They must free at least 30% of the regular teaching schedule allocated to students of the same school level and provide for a daily period of three consecutive hours, between 7:30 am and 6:00 pm, to be used by the supervising sport structure.

- When an athlete is not under the supervision of his/her sport structure for any given reason, the school establishment must provide educational supervision, either by scheduling periods of study, tutoring, make-up classes or exams.

- The Federation vouches for the sports training and coaching conditions by supervising it directly or through a mandated representative.

- The sport flight must include a minimal average of 15 hours of training per week; more specifically, three hours of training for every school day of the school year.

- The Federation or its representative are also responsible for ensuring that athletic coaching is under the supervision of coaches who have a minimal Level 3 training of the National Coaching Certification Program (NCCP) and that the coach/athletes ratio is acceptable for its specific sport discipline.
Only recognized Sport-études programs are eligible to financial support from the minister of sport and physical activity. As well, only students-athletes participating in recognized programs are eligible for financial support for accommodation from the Ministère de l'Éducation et de l'Enseignement supérieur. Athletes who are identified in the Relève, Élite or Excellence categories can benefit from such financial support.
Conditions for admission

SCHOOL FLIGHT

Leading partners of Golf Québec, the school establishments affiliated with the program are managing Sport-études programs that are recognized by the Ministère de l'Éducation et de l'Enseignement supérieur of the Québec government. They provide athletes with the academic structure that is adapted to the needs of a Sport-études program as well as numerous peripheral services designed to cater to the specific needs of this athletic clientele (sport psychology, nutrition, physiotherapy, etc.). Moreover, this recognition from the Québec government enables some of the high school athletes, whose names are on the official ranking of the Québec Golf Federation, to benefit from financial support for “Accommodation” and “Travelling”.

Each institution has its own eligibility conditions for admission. For this purpose, when registering in the Golf Québec Golf-études program, it is strongly suggested to complete a similar process in parallel with the selected school establishment. For registration in a public college, it is also mandatory to sign up with Alliance Sport-études. Some admission conditions may apply (for example, a school establishment may require that the student-athlete is duly identified as a “Relève” athlete by the Québec Golf Federation). At the collegiate level, Alliance Sport-études will act as a coordination centre for students-athletes.

Alliance Sport-études offers academic supervision adapted to the needs of students-athletes at the collegiate and university levels. Services are structured and require a greater autonomy from participating students-athletes compared to their high school program. To be recommended by Alliance Sport-études, these students must absolutely be ranked as “Espoir”, “Relève”, “Élite”, or “Excellence” athletes by their sport federation.

Alliance Sport-études offers its program in 44 colleges, Cégep à distance, and eight universities. Even if accommodation and transportation grants are exclusively reserved for high school athletes, Alliance Sport-études provides financial support and scholarships through the Sport-études Foundation.

Since 1985, Alliance Sport-études supports students-athletes of the province to help them reconcile their sport participation with pursuing a superior education. Thousands of students-athletes have already benefited from this program and strived in their professional lives after enjoying a fulfilling sports career. Proudly reaching their dreams of competing at the highest level of their sport while planning for their future, these students-athletes gave its true meaning to the Alliance Sport-études’ mission.

The list of school establishments offering the Golf Québec Golf-études program is available from pages 6 to 8.

SPORT FLIGHT - GOLF EVALUATION

Please contact us by phone 514 252-3345, ext. 3903, or e-mail golfetudes@golfquebec.org. We will refer you to a certified coach who will be able to conduct the athletic and golf evaluation of your child and answer any question you could have concerning the Golf Québec Golf-études program.
Application process

Any athlete, boys and girls, attending high school (secondary 1 to 5) or college can submit their candidacy.

The first eligibility criterion to apply for the Golf Québec Golf-études program is to comply with the academic prerequisites. If a candidate does not meet the school requirements, his/her application will be rejected. For collegiate athletes, eligibility in the program is conditional to obtaining an adapted school schedule.

The first eligibility criterion to apply for the Golf Québec Golf-études program is to comply with the requirements of the Québec Golf Federation:

- Analysis of the 2019-2020 Preliminary Athletic Evaluation form
- Athletic and golf evaluation of the candidate

Evaluation results – Official acceptance in the program

A few days following an evaluation, the Golf Québec staff will contact the concerned parents with information on the evaluation results. Then, a formal letter of acceptance will be sent out.

Final global ranking - 2017-2018 school year
2018-2019 scholarships recipients
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A recognized Sport-études program is much better. This registered designation guarantees that the academic and high performance sport supervision of every single athlete is our core priority.
Affiliated school establishments

**ABITIBI**

**Le Filon**  
École secondaire Le Tremplin (Malartic)  
Mr. Hugo Marseille, Sport-études representative  
Tel.: 819 757-4381, ext. 127  
e-mail: marseille.hugo@csob.qc.ca

**DRUMMONDVILLE**

**Les Sénateurs**  
Collège St-Bernard (Drummondville)  
Mr. Patrick Lemay, Sport-études representative  
Tel.: 819 748-3330, ext. 248  
e-mail: plemay@etude.ca  
Website: www.csdraveurs.qc.ca

**EASTERN TOWNSHIPS**

**Les Diables Verts**  
École secondaire La Ruche (Magog)  
Mr. Patrick Touzin, Assistant Principal  
Tel.: 819 843-1343, ext. 12712  
e-mail: patrick.touzin@csdessommets.qc.ca  
and  
Mrs. Manon Fournier, Sport-études representative  
Tel.: 819 843-1343, ext. 12701  
e-mail: manon.fournier@csdessommets.qc.ca

**Cégep de Sherbrooke**  
Alliance Sport-études  
Mr. Sébastien Fyte, Executive Director  
Tel.: 514 271-7403, ext. 245  
e-mail: style@alliancesportetudes.ca  
Website: www.alliancesportetudes.ca

**GATINEAU**

**Les Panthères**  
École secondaire Mont-Bleu  
Mrs. Suzanne Gravel, Sport-études representative  
Tel.: 819 771-7131 poste 846-730  
e-mail: suzanne.gravel@cspo.qc.ca  
Website: http://mont-bleu.cspo.qc.ca/

**Les Phénix**  
Nicolas-Gatineau  
Mrs. Joanne Fournier  
Tel.: 819 663-9241, ext. 22780  
e-mail: joannefournier@csdraveurs.qc.ca  
Website: www.csdraveurs.qc.ca/ScriptorWeb/scripto.asp?resultat=214520

**HAUT-LANAUDIÈRE**

**Phénix**  
École secondaire privée Esther-Blondin (St-Jacques)  
Mr. Benoit Chartier, Sport-études representative  
Tel.: 450 839-3672, ext. 2167  
e-mail: bchartier@collegeblondin.qc.ca  
Website: https://www.collegeblondin.qc.ca/
Affiliated school establishments (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>School Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Tel.</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| LANAUDIÈRE         | Les Albatros                                    | École secondaire Félix-Leclerc (Repentigny)  
|                    | Mr. Pierre Bouchard, Head of the Sport-études Unit  
|                    | Tel.: 450 492-3578, ext. 1577                     |       | pierre.bouchard@cysda.ca        | www.csaffluents.qc.ca/wfelix/     |
|                    | Cégep régional de Lanaudière (Terrebonne)        | Mr. Robert Dussault, Individual Academic Assistant  
|                    | Tel.: 450 470-0933, ext. 5154                     |       | robert.dussault@collanaud.qc.ca | www.cegep-lanaudiere.qc.ca        |
| MAURICIE           | Académie les Estacades                           | Mr. André Robert, Sport Coordinator  
|                    | Tel.: 819 375-3702, ext. 6326                     |       | ndre.robert@cysduroy.qc.ca      | http://www.academielesestacades.ca/|
| MONTRÉAL-CENTRE    | Les Lions                                        | École Collège de Montréal  
|                    | Mrs. Annie St-Laurent, Sports-études representative  
|                    | Tel.: 514 933-7397, ext. 244                      |       | stlaurenta@college-montreal.qc.ca | www.college-montreal.qc.ca        |
| MONTRÉAL-WEST      | École secondaire John Rennie (Pointe-Claire)     | Mr. J.F. Quirion, Assistant Principal, Sport-études Coordinator  
|                    | Tel.: 514 697-3210, ext. 6                        |       | sport-ettes@lbpearson.ca        | www.johnrennie.lbpsb.qc.ca        |
|                    | École secondaire Des Sources (Dollard-des-Ormeaux) | Mrs. Annie Fiola, Sport-études Coordinator  
|                    | Tel.: 514 855-4208, ext. 6515                     |       | annie.fiola@csmb.qc.ca          | www.ecoledessources.com/sport-ettes|
| MONTRÉAL-NORTH-SHORE| Les Maîtres de la Rive-Nord                      | École secondaire St-Gabriel (Sainte-Thérèse)  
|                    | Mr. Mathieu Brisebois, Sport-études Coordinator  |       | mathieu.brisebois@cssmi.qc.ca   | sites.cssmi.qc.ca/stg/            |
|                    | Collège Montmorency (Laval)                      | Alliance Sport-études  
|                    | Mr. Sébastien Fyte, Executive Director            |       | sfyte@alliancesportetudes.ca    | www.alliancesportetudes.ca        |
Affiliated school establishments (cont’d)

**MONTRÉAL SOUTH-SHORE**

Les Démons
École secondaire De Mortagne (Boucherville)
Mr. Olivier Gueron, Sport-études Assistant Director
Tel.: 450 655-7311, ext. 408
e-mail: olivier.gueron@csp.qc.ca
and
Mrs. Caroline Breton, Sport-études Secretary
Tel.: 450 655-7311, ext. 11707
e-mail: caroline.breton@csp.qc.ca
Website: www.demortagne.csp.qc.ca

Collège Edouard-Montpetit (Longueuil)
Alliance Sport-études
Mr. Sébastien Fythe, Executive Director
Tel.: 514 271-7403
e-mail: sfythe@alliancesportetudes.ca
Website: www.alliancesportetudes.ca

**QUÉBEC**

École secondaire de la Seigneurie
Mr. Patrick Roberge, Sport-études Representative
Tél.: 418 666-4400, ext. 4366
e-mail: patrick.roberge@csdps.qc.ca
Website: https://sport.ecolelaseigneurie.com/

École secondaire Pointe-Lévy
Mr. Patrick Roberge, PALS Coordinator
Tel.: 418-838-8402, ext. 21416
e-mail: samuel.ouellet@csnavigateurs.qc.ca
Website: https://web.csdn.qc.ca/ecoles/ecole-pointe-levy

École secondaire Cardinal-Roy
Mr Danny Bell, Coordinator of the Sports-Arts-Études Program
Tel.: 418 686-4040, ext. 5746
e-mail: Bell.Danny@cscapitale.qc.ca
Website: http://recitcscapitale.ca/cardinalroy/

**RICHELIEU-YAMASKA**

Les Loups sauvages
École secondaire Fadette (St-Hyacinthe)
Simon Désautels, Sports-études representative
Tel.: 450 773-8404
Website: www.cssh.qc.ca/Ecole_secondaire_Fadette
Our coaches

Level 3 certified coach of the National Coaching Certification Program (NCCP), Daniel Langevin has been Head Professional at Club de golf Verchères since 1992. He also is Head Coach of the Golf Québec Golf-études program since 2006 and Head Coach of the Carabins golf team of Université de Montréal since the beginning of the 2005-2006 school year.

From 1999 to 2001, he took several advanced training courses with the well-known Hank Haney, former Tiger Woods and Mark O'Meara coach. As well, he is maintaining his certification level through continuous education and he makes sure to keep up-to-date with the latest developments in both technology and coaching of high performance athletes.

Daniel Langevin, Head Coach
Golf Québec Golf-études Program
Supervising Coach, South Shore of Montréal structure
E-mail: langevin.daniel@sympatico.ca

The certified coaches for Golf Québec Golf-études Program for 2019-2020 season:

Patrick Loiselle, Supervising Coach, Abitibi structure
E-mail: loiselle.patrick@gmail.com

Pierre Lallier, Supervising Coach, Eastern Townships structure
E-mail: plallier.birdie2@sympatico.ca

Alexandre Gravel, Supervising Coach, Drummondville structure
E-mail: gravel.alexandre@hotmail.com

Mathieu Perron, Supervising Coach, Gatineau structure
E-mail: perron_mathieu@hotmail.com

Dominique Morency, Supervising Coach, Haut-Lanaudière structure
E-mail: mordom2@gmail.com

André Désy, Supervising Coach, Lanaudière structure
E-mail: andre.desypro@gmail.com

Yannick Bibeau, Supervising Coach, Mauricie structure
E-mail: yanbibeau@hotmail.com

Benoît Lemieux, Supervising Coach, Montréal-Centre structure
E-mail: benoitlemieuxgolf@icloud.com

David Hill, Supervising Coach, Montréal-West structure
E-mail: david@montrealgolfacademy.com
Martin Morency, Supervising Coach, North Shore of Montréal structure  
E-mail: academiedegolfmonrency@bell.net

Kevin Bergeron, Supervising Coach, Québec structure  
E-mail: bergerongolf@hotmail.com

Marc-André Guimond, Supervising Coach, South Shore of Montréal structure  
E-mail: guimond72@hotmail.com

Luc Deschamps, Supervising Coach, Richelieu-Yamaska structure  
E-mail: lucdpro@videotron.ca and lucdpro.ld@gmail.com

Members of the PGA of Canada who are certified coaches received the training and acquired the required knowledge to make appropriate interventions to help the Québec golf hopefuls improve their performances in a competitive environment. For this reason, the Coach Certification Program offered by the PGA of Canada is officially recognized by the Coaching Association of Canada supported by Sports Canada. The Golf Québec Golf-études program is also recognized by the Québec Ministère de l'Éducation et de l'Enseignement supérieur (MEES).
A training program adapted to elite players

In the first weeks of training, athletes will be divided in specific groups depending on their handicap and age. Based on the coaches’ observations, adjustments might be made in the following weeks to make sure that the training groups are, in the facts, fairly homogeneous.

The training goals are based on the annual training program which is also the base of daily and weekly themes (technical elements, strategy, tactics, etc.). The main theme is the cornerstone from which various learning elements will be developed based on the specific needs of athletes. A learning element is a specific exercise featuring a specific goal and set parameters (conditions of application, achievement criteria, key performance indicators, etc.). This procedure enables us to personalize each athlete’s training program.

To facilitate a better follow-up on athletic progress, a brief evaluation will regularly be sent out to parents during the school year. A complete evaluation will be presented at the end of the year. While parents will also be invited to meet with the coach twice a year, if desired, it is important to remember that coaches can be reached by e-mail at all times.

Obviously, each athlete’s swing will be analyzed regularly through various methods and high-tech applications that will help the coach identify specific technical corrections that might need to be implemented.

Photos from the 2017-2018 training camp held in Wilmington, North Carolina.
A training program adapted to elite players (cont’d)

TRAINING – MONTHLY STRUCTURE

September and October

Outdoors training begins early in September and continues up to the end of October where colder weather conditions increase the risks of injuries. During these two months, training will be quite demanding for participating athletes of all levels.

Every day, they will leave their respective schools at the beginning of the afternoon to go to a golf facility that is affiliated with the Golf Québec Golf-études program. Coaches are supervising all training sessions and athletes are expected to get back to school between 5:30 and 6:00 pm. Those are long working days and they require rigorous discipline from participating athletes who must combine their studies, intense training, and social schedules. Rookie players must also adapt to their new environment.

During these two months, training will focus on technical golf adjustments to be made in order to facilitate the transfer of acquired knowledge to actual game situations and collect sufficient data to maximize the upcoming indoor training sessions.

Competitively speaking, first events of the Teaching Tour

The first two of five events composing the 2019-2020 Teaching Tour are scheduled in October. This Tour is unique as coaches and rules officials have the ability to intervene directly, in game situations, to propose corrections to any given athlete.

Imagine that you are in the fairway, holding your club, hesitating between your options to reach the green. Fortunately, there is a coach nearby to discuss with and who will stimulate your analytical capability… Or, in another scenario, your ball is suspended in the branches of a thick bush where you would probably need a flashlight to really see what’s going on. But what should you do? Specialists will be there to provide athletes in need with the proper information, and explain why they should choose a specific option instead of other possibilities. It’s a great concept, isn’t it? In fact, this is precisely how coaches can help athletes apply what they learned in their daily training in an actual competition. After the round, they will also review their notebooks in which they will write the highlights of the game as they go.

2019-2020 Teaching Tour - Tournaments 1 and 2

Dates: September 24 & 25 2019 / October 8 & 9 2019
Golf clubs: Montcalm / Drummondville
Included: Two rounds of golf, access to the driving range including range balls, and corrective intervention from all coaches and rules officials in attendance.
Results: Individual and team
Costs: Meal, transportation and accommodation (when needed) at the player’s expenses
Supervision: All coaches of the program
Selection: None
A training program adapted to elite players (cont’d)

November and December

Indoors training

When the weather conditions become too harsh, activities are brought indoors. This usually begins around the end of October (depending on the weather) and continues up to mid-December 2018. Please keep in mind that each athlete is responsible for his or her own transportation from school to the indoors training centre. Most of the time, however, it is either in school or very close to it.

Fitness

Contrary to what has been said for the longest time, to improve their competitive skills, golf players must also develop important physical skills such as strength, speed, coordination, aerobic endurance, flexibility, etc. Maintaining a high golf profile depends on physical qualities combined with a perfect adaptation to the technical and psychological aspect of the game. This is why the physical preparation of each athlete is crucial.

This part of the training program lasts from 12 to 15 consecutive weeks. It is divided in two flights, one of four to five weeks known as general fitness training and another one of eight to ten weeks that is more golf specific. The general physical preparation usually starts in October when athletes will visit the gym two or three times a week. Specialists who are working in these fitness facilities will be able to identify a list of exercises that are appropriate for this type of training.

Athletes who actively participate in the general physical preparation sessions usually benefit more from the golf specific preparation. Even if athletes can access their school’s training facilities, it is strongly recommended that they also join a fitness centre for the year in order to increase their training frequency. Collegiate athletes who wish to access the training facilities of a high school affiliated to their structure can do, but will need to pay visitors’ fees as they are not registered students of these establishments. These fees may vary from one school to another.

Training sessions are supervised by specialists who are assisting individual athletes with the execution of their physical training program designed to support the needs of students-athletes who are participating in the Golf Québec Golf-études program. Attendance to all session of the general fitness training and golf specific fitness training is mandatory for all athletes of the program.
A training program adapted to elite players (cont’d)

January to April

Back to indoors training

As soon as school is back after the holidays, in January of 2020, indoors golf training also resumes in every structure. It will take place three times a week until the third week of April or until the weather conditions permit going back to the golf course.

Spring training camp, North Carolina, USA
(March – optional participation)

The goal of this training camp is to provide athletes with a better preparation for their tournament season. During that week, students-athletes of the Golf Québec Golf-études program will benefit from outstanding golf infrastructure. To maximize the impact and efficiency of this spring training camp, both for athletes and coaches, golf clubs are selected based on specific criteria such as the quality and difficulty of their courses, size and diversity of their training facilities (greens, bunkers, driving range, etc.) as well as for the quantity and quality of their range balls. The quality of nearby accommodation and proximity of restaurants and markets are also taken into consideration. Preliminary information, such as the cost of this spring training camp, will be published no later than December 2019.

Eligibility: Optional participation
Dates: March 13 to 20, 2020
Cost: All expenses are paid by participating athletes
Supervision: Approximately one coach per group of 10 athletes

April and May

Outdoors training will resume as soon as weather conditions permit to do so safely (usually around the third week of April). Training sessions are structured like they were in the fall. However, their content will focus on the preparation of the upcoming competitive season. Priority will be given to the tactical, strategic, and psychological aspects of the game. The last outdoors training session will take place on June 3, 2020.

Tournament planning

The April and May training sessions are also used to plan the tournament schedule that is beginning in June. Coaches will support their athletes in this planning process to make sure that they will enjoy a well-balanced schedule providing recovery periods that are mandatory in a good athletic development path.
A training program adapted to elite players (cont’d)

2019-2020 Teaching Tour - Tournaments 3*, 4 and 5

Dates: TBD
Golf clubs: TBD
Duration: Two days
Included: Two rounds of golf, access to the driving range including range balls, and corrective intervention from all coaches and rules officials in attendance.
Results: Individual and team
Costs: Meal, transportation and accommodation (when needed) at the player’s expenses
Supervision: All coaches of the program
Selection: None

* Tournament #3 is part of the spring training camp in Wilmington, North Caroline.
Partners

The Golf Québec Golf-études program was made possible and grew thanks to the generosity and progressive philosophy of many corporations supported by a major investment made by the Québec Golf Federation. To achieve the training goals, the Golf Québec management must also team up with many prestigious partners, ensuring the quality of training services provided to athletes.

Golf Québec is currently negotiating to re-conduct its contract agreements with the participating training centres. For your information, the 2019-2020 training centres should be:

**ABITIBI STRUCTURE**
- Club de golf Malartic, Malartic
- Centre d'entraînement intérieur École le Tremplin, Malartic

**DRUMMONDVILLE STRUCTURE**
- Club de golf Drummondville, Drummondville
- Collège St-Bernard, Drummondville

**EASTERN TOWNSHIPS STRUCTURE**
- Club de golf Longchamp, Sherbrooke
- Université de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke

**GATINEAU STRUCTURE**
- Club de golf Tecumseh, Gatineau
- Polyvalente Nicolas-Gatineau, Gatineau

**HAUT LANAUDIÈRE STRUCTURE**
- Club de golf Montcalm, St-Liguori
- Centre d'entraînement intérieur Esther-Blondin, St-Jacques

**LANAUDIÈRE STRUCTURE**
- Club de golf Le Mirage, Terrebonne
- Complexe Gilles-Tremblay, Repentigny

**MAURICIE STRUCTURE**
- Club de golf Ki-8-Eb
- Complexe Sportif Alphonse-Desjardins

**MONTRÉAL-CENTRE STRUCTURE**
- Mystic Pines Golf Club
- Centre d'entraînement intérieur Collège de Montréal, Montréal

**MONTRÉAL-WEST STRUCTURE**
- Club de golf Whitlock, Hudson
- Dôme du West Island et Centre d'entraînement intérieur École John Rennie
Partners (cont’d)

NORTH SHORE OF MONTRÉAL STRUCTURE
• Club de golf Le Versant, Terrebonne (outdoors and indoors)

QUÉBEC STRUCTURE
• Club de golf St-Hyacinthe, St-Hyacinthe
• Centre d’entraînement intérieur École René St-Pierre, St-Hyacinthe

SOUTH SHORE OF MONTRÉAL STRUCTURE
• Club de golf La Vallée du Richelieu, Ste-Julie
• Centre d’entraînement intérieur École de Mortagne, Boucherville

RICHELIEU-YAMASKA STRUCTURE
• Club de golf St-Hyacinthe, St-Hyacinthe
• Centre d’entraînement intérieur École René St-Pierre, St-Hyacinthe
2019-2020 Golf-études program

A SPRINGBOARD TOWARDS EXCELLENCE!

So many benefits!

- **GOLF-ÉTUDES SCHOLARSHIPS**
  - The best male athlete on the final ranking of the 2018-2019 Golf Québec Golf-études program will earn the free renewal of his registration for the 2019-2020 program.
  - The best female athlete on the final ranking of the 2018-2019 Golf Québec Golf-études program will earn the free renewal of her registration for the 2019-2020 program.

- **LEARNING TOUR**
  Unique in Canada, this Tour includes:
  - Five 36-hole tournaments held over two days each and strategically scheduled throughout the school calendar (registration fees are paid by Golf Québec).
  - Corrective interventions offered to athletes by certified coaches and rules officials during the competitions – this has never been seen anywhere else!
  - Individual and team results.

Note: It is mandatory that the best male and female athletes must finish in the top 15 of their overall rankings. Golf-études scholarships cannot be transferred to another athlete.
Registration process

To apply, candidates must complete:

- 2019-2020 Registration form on Bluegolf
- 2019-2020 Athletic evaluation form (new student only)

New students must also submit:

- Birth certificate (photocopy)
- Two pictures (passport format)
- Up to date official 2018-2019 school transcript as published by the Québec Ministère de l'Éducation et de l'Enseignement supérieur (MEES)
- A cheque or bank draft in the amount of $95 written to the attention of Golf Québec (opening and review of application fees – this amount is non-refundable)

To join the program, some high school athletes may need to change school board. In this case, they must also submit a copy of their transfer request form “Demande d'admission scolaire pour l'extérieur”. This form is available via the current school board of the actual school attended by the student.

The complete application file must be mailed out to the Golf Québec head office before June 20, 2019. Any missing documentation would daily treatment of individual files.

From time to time, an athlete’s application may be refused due to academic reasons or if there are not enough places available at the selected school establishment. In such case, Golf Québec will work with the parents of the affected athlete to try and find a solution.

For more information, please contact Golf Québec by phone 514 252-3345, ext. 3903, or e-mail golfetudes@golfquebec.org.
Registration fees

The annual registration fees to join the 2019-2020 Golf Québec Golf-études program should be received **no later than September 1, 2019**, to guarantee your child’s place in the program.

**Fees for a new student registration for the 2019-2020 season: 95$**

It is possible to do the payments by credit card, cheques, bank transfer and bank pre-authorization.

Payments done by credit card: please complete the form (Credit Card Document).

Payments done by cheques: please send postdated cheques written to the attention of Golf Québec must be send.

Payments done by bank pre-authorization : (information will be available soon).

Payments done by bank transfer: information will be send by Michèle Raymond, person responsible for the Golf-études Program.

**Price for the 2019-2020 Program:**

- 3680 $
- 3580 $ (includes rebate of 100$ if paid by cheques, bank transfer and bank pre-authorization).

It is possible to pay in four equal instalments, deadline dates:

- September 1, 2019
- November 1, 2019
- January 1, 2020
- March 1, 2020

Please note that an amount of $300 is not refundable from these registration fees should the student abandon the program. In addition, $25 fees will be charged for non-sufficient funds (NSF) cheques.

Golf Québec reserves the right to close a training structure if there are not enough registered athletes. For a structure to be considered financially sustainable, a minimum of 10 to 12 athletes are required. Failure to respect this quota in the first training week could lead to Golf Québec closing the concerned structure, at its discretion.